Turning a stalled claim into a settlement for this GA homeowner
Some Quick Stats:

The Problem:
On October 26th of 2019, our client Mr. Theodore suffered a loss to his residence
in the form of water damage. After finding about the loss, Mr. Theodore alerted
his insurance company & remediation services were promptly called to contain all
the water related issues.

Insurance Company Adjustment
After the insurance company came to inspect the loss, they came up with a figure
just a bit north of $2k to fix Mr. Theodore’s issues.
In our client’s own words:
“I couldn’t believe they were so far off!” -Theodore

How Banhan & Mason Helped
Once we stepped in to assist Mr. Theodore in adjusting his claim, we did the
following:
• Inspected the home & damages

•
•
•
•

Communicated with the remediation company
Reviewed the insured’s policy
Drafted an estimate
Reviewed the insurance company estimate for missed items

After reviewing the claim & findings, we submitted our estimate to the handling
adjuster for our client’s claim.
After much negotiations & frequent follow ups with the insurance company, we
were awarded a settlement in the amount of $21,500! And all without having to
go to court or having to attend a mediation.
In this claim, the insurance company stalled for a great while. But our persistence
didn’t allow them to simply drop & forget about this claim like they might do to a
lot of other homeowners.
What our client had to say
“THANK YOU!!. I was expecting a smaller settlement due to the low balled offer,
but you guys really did a great job in turning my claim around”
-Theodore R.

Have a claim you were underpaid on? Not sure if you could obtain anything
from your insurance company?
Contact us today to see if we can help you recover more money like we did for
Mr. Theodore.
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